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Advanced Options Trading
& Risk Management Module
Advanced Trading Efficiency

The options trading module available in VestmarkONE offers block trading
capability for options across hundreds or thousands of accounts. This block
trading functionality applies to the two most widely used option strategies:
covered calls used to generate income, and protective puts used to provide
downside protection against share price declines. This block trading
capability also extends to closing option positions.
This new block trading capability
creates significant efficiencies
and time-savings as compared
to the process of having to open
and close options contracts at
the individual account level.
This module allows an advisor to
create option strategies across
an entire segment or book of
business in minutes, enabling
the scalable implementation
of sophisticated portfolio
management strategies for
clients and accounts of all sizes.
The platform also offers other tools such as an integrated options chain lookup to
further enhance the efficiency of executing options strategies on client accounts.

Option Strategies Alongside Traditional Models

VestmarkONE’s options module intelligently allows option strategies to
be used in an account following a model without the option position causing
drift in model targets or triggering alerts. This allows option strategies to be
efficiently and safely used across all types of advisory programs (advisormanaged, centrally-managed, and SMA).
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Protection Against Risk

The options module provides risk management tools associated with
the powerful trading functionality:
•
		
		
		

Automated encumbrances allow the creation of guardrails
and hard stops to warn and/or prevent the sale of
underlying securities required to be held during the
lifetime of the options contract.

•
		
		
		

The platform’s heatmaps and alerts can also be
configured to provide notifications for expiring options
to help ensure that option strategies remain in place
for affected accounts.

• Automated pre-trade compliance checks ensure
		 strategies are allowed at the account level prior to
		 placing trades.

Frequently Asked Questions:
Will intra-day pricing be available for options?

Does VestmarkONE support exercise of options?

Yes, the intra-day pricing will use the 15-minute delayed MDX
pricing like regular securities.

VestmarkONE does not support direct exercising but will
accept exercise transactions from the custodial feed and
process them through the reconciliation engine.

How are expiration, exercise and assignments of
option contracts handled?
Vestmark will receive and process custodial transactions
for expiration, exercise and assignment through the
reconciliation engine, which has been enhanced to
recognize option transactions.

Will a user be able to search for accounts with
respect to held or not held option positions?
Yes, new options specific queries are now available in
the query filter.
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Does VestmarkONE support rolling of options?
VestmarkONE supports rolling of options via a two-step
process. For rolling, users have to close the option
positions and open the corresponding new positions.

Is the options trading module a standard
component of VestmarkONE?
No. The options trading module requires a separate
license and additional implementation work.

